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QG-V2.4.0-EN P1
1  Suspenders
2  Hip pads
3  Hip belt
4  Smart joint
5  Leg structures
6  Chest pad
7  Spring structure
8  Label
9  Buttock belt
10 Leg pads
Setup / first use

1. [Diagram of opening box]

2. [Diagram of checking label]

3. [Diagram of adjusting settings]

QG-V2.4.0-EN P3
Checks

(A)

[Diagram showing checks with green checkmark and red Xs]

(QG-V2.4.0-EN P8)
Use tips
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Max. 5 min
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Day 1
max 1 hr

Day 2
max 2 hrs

Day 3
max 4 hrs

Day 4
max 8 hrs
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+40°C

+0°C

-40°C
Warnings
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